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Abstract. This paperprovides a focus on the R&D of solid sorption coolersand heat pumps made in the l-uikov
Heat & Mass TransferInstitute (CIS CountriesAssociation"Heat Pipes") under Thermacore,Inc. Agreement.
Commercial and spaceapplicationsof sorbentsystemsoffer an attractivealternativeto compressionsystemsand
liquid sorption systemsfor cooling, heatingand air conditioning.
MgA zeolitessolid sorption systemsare analyzed.Somenew resultsare presented.
refrigerant
Solid sorption heatpump technologyutilizing heatpipe heatrecoverywith a condensing/evaporating
holds considerablepromise for bivariant (spaceand domestic) applicationsdue to the variable temperatureand
variable load capabilitiesof such machines.
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Introduction
Solid/vapor adsorptionrefrigeration was first demonstrated by Faraday in 1848 (ProfessorLeslie, 1924).
Although commercial use of an adsorption machine
had been from the 1920's(Miller, 1929;Hulse, 1929),
it is only recently that adsorptivesystemshave been
proposedfor heat management.
The Jet PropulsionLaboratory of the California Institute of Technologyhas long been involved in developing solid sorptionrefrigerationsystemsfor the cooling of cryogenic infrared sensorsfor spacecraftappiicationswith both NASA and SDIO (Jonesand Golben,
1984;Jones,1988, 1992).
Adsorption cooling systemwhich utilizes water and
zeolrte is attractive since it minimizes environmental problems in automobile air conditioning (Suzuki,

re92).
A two-adsorberzeolite-waterheat pump has been
built and testedin a slaughterhouseto provide hot water and refrigeration (Zanife and Meunter,1992). The
unit was basedon a simple heatexchangertechnology:
adsorberswere finned tubeswith the zeolitedistributed
betweenthe tubes. This simpletechnologyleadsto low
coefficient of performance(COP : 0.45).
Our principal interestshave been concentratedon
zeolite-waterpair.
The heat and mass transfer inside these sorbent
is decisive for
beds and in the evaporatorlcondenser

the operational characteristicsof such coolers and
heat pumps. While pure powder sorbent beds have
very low effective thermal conductances(0.05-1 W
m-l K-l), the consolidatedsorbentbeds(zeoliteswith
a silica-aluminate gel, or porcelain clay inside the
Ni metallic foam) have higher thermal conductance
propertres.
The use of highly conductiveblocks with good heat
transfer coefficientsat the wall posesthe problem of
the nature of the external exchangers,for example heat
pipes. Heat pipes are highly reliable, efficient energy
transportdevicesand have a lot of terrestrialand space
applications.
Heat pipe heat exchangersused to heat and to cool
sorbent beds are attractive due to their autonomous
functioning, wide range of temperatureapplications,
low heat capacityand high thermal conductance"
For a finned sorbentbedlheatexchangera micro heat
pipeopentypephenomenacould
berealizedon thecontact surfacemetal fln-porous media (Vasiliev, 1993).
The global heat exchangecoefficient from 200 to 400
W m-2 K-1 for sorbentbeds of 5-10 cm in diameter and of variable degree of consolidation could be
achievedusing this new type of heat and masstransfer.
Some interestingmodels of sorbentbeds were published in literatureby now.
Diffusion of gases in microporous particles of a
macroporoussorbentlayers was analyzedrn (Lee and
Ruthven,1987;Sun et al., 1986).
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Nonisothermaldiffusioninthesesorbentlayerswas
discussedby Meunier (Ruthven and Lee, 1981)'
Shelton and independently Tchernev proposed a
thermal analysis of sorbent bed with heat recovery
basedon propagationof a thermal wave (Miles et a1''
1989; Chinch and Tcherner, 1989), thus increasing
COP of a sYstem.
Pressureand thermal fronts propagation in sorbent
bedswasinvestigatedbyMeunier(Guilleminotetal.,

Abidimentionalmodelincorporatingthethermalwave
concept,whichtakesintoaccounttheconvectiveheat
transfer and heat diffusion in particles was described

numerical simulation it was equal 500-1000 Wm2 K'
The seconddifference from (Guilleminot et al'' 1987;
Guilleminot and Meunier, 1989; Passoset al, 1989)
is related with heat transfer phenomena on the outer
surfaceof adsorberdue to the limited heat transfer cv"nu
with the surrounding media.
Themathematicalmodeloftheheatandmasstransfer in a cyiindricai bed of solid sorbentwas suggested
at''
basedonih" following assumptions(Guilleminot et
atr''
et
Fassos
tr989;
Meunier,
and
L987; Guilleminot
1989).
the
1. In high porosity and permeability sorbent bed
pressureacrossthe bed is uniform'
Z. tne axial adsorbent bed temperature is constant'
heat is supplied and removed by heat pipe or twophaseheat carrier.
:. fhe sorbent bed porosity is high, mcss diffusion
processisn' t limiting.
inside
4. There is a local thermodynamicequilibrium
sink
or
source
the porous bed: the value of Q-heat"
processes
(if negative),due to sorptionor desorption
is equal:
0a

1992).
The purpose of this paper is to analyze' design and fabricate a new high thermal conductivity
pipe
VtlR/water solid sorption machinebasedon heat
heat recoverY.

Mathematical Model of Adsorber Based
on Heat PiPe
I-et us consider an adsorbetlheatpipeheat exchanger'
which has a uniform temperaturefreld (vapor temperpipe
ature inside of heat pipe is Trw : const). Heat
bed'
sorbent
a
with
contacted
finned surface
The process of heat and mass transfer in a single
inner
cylindrical porous adsorbentbed with length L'
A
,udi,rs rs and other radius \,rf | (( 1 is analyzed'
one or two-phaseheat carrier (heatpipe' or convective
equal
heat exchanger)circulatesin a tube with diameter
to Zrs at the inner side of porous cylinder'
sorOne dimensional nonequilibrium model of

(1)

Q: Qr,Prfi,
where qr1-latent heat of adsorption [J/kg];

Theseestimationarerealisticforzeo|itelwatercompermebination with sorbentporosity up to 757o and
abilityK> 10-em2.
The mathematical model is based on
_

aone-dimensionaltransientheatconductionequation representedfor a adsorbentbed in cylindrical
coordinatesYstem

- . 4 7 ::

p,(C p, * aC p)T

ra(.,

a?i\

A , a, \ t n"o A, /

* q"P'Y
" a t'

Q)

where Ps, Cpe-are gas density and heat caplTity'
p* C rjrlare dry solid adsorbentdensity and heat
cacapacity,Po, C po-adsorbat density and heat
cient
coeffi
purity, )'.6-effbctive heat conductivity
-

of Porous structure;
the equation describing the dynamic of sorption
case
may be attachedto the systemand solvedin a
equilibrium
of noticeable deviation from the mass
is
state. The ordinary form of dynamic equation
(Passoset al., 1989)
3a
0t

- Be-# (a"c-'a),

(3)
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'/m2 K.

.7987;
, 1989)
e outer

where Es and B-phenomenological constants,R
is universal gas constant.
equation of mass balance. The mass balance is
treated via Dubinin-Asthakov equilibrium state
equation (Dubinin and Asthakov, I97 l)

-

fer a,"nu

-( +'" +)' - B(z)'l
aesasexpl
, (4)
P/
L \Eo
r

s trans39ested
rt et al.,
i et a1.,

where the empirical coefficients for a zeolite
(MgA)/water pair

bed the

B(T) -6

lnstant,
or two-

Eo :18.5 . 103J/mol,

To : 293 K,

a -0.263, n:2,
T r , : 5 4 7 . 1 5K ,

ffusion
r inside
or sink

Po(T -To)
Pn(Tr, - Tr)'

T u: 3 7 3 . 1 5 K .

were determined following (Maier-Laxhuber,
1983) results and our own experimentaldata;
the saturating curve for the heat carrier

-

OCESSES

P. - P,(T),
(1)

where functions Pr(T) for different adsorbentadsorbate pairs were taken with the interpolation
between experimental points from literature. Tables of P,(T) and other tables for physical properties were set into''computerprogram and can be
easy find out from it;

er compenne-

rrl eQUa-

indrical

In a caseof two-phaseheatcarrierthethermalboundary conditions at inner surfaceof porous bed (2) may
be written in a simple form

/

ar\

I l.r dr
.,- I
\

:)
(2)
apacrty,
nd heat
[eat ca-'fficient
iorptton
n a case
ilibrium
ration is

(3)

(5)

- T1r:rr),
- cvnp(Zgp

(6)

/ 1,:,n

where agp-the heat transfer coefficient betweenthe
bed boundary with temperatureT andheat carrier with
constanttemperatureZnp.
At the other surfacesof the bed the condition of
convective heat transfer with heat transfer coefficient
cYenv
was adopted
I

{^ ar\

-{l"m
\

- a."or(T1r:1 - 4nu)
^_ y'}
dr
1n:,1

Q)

The initiaXconditionsforthe concentrationin sorbent
and temperaturefields were taken constant
T:To
a -- aes(To)

(8)

(e)
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The transientone-dimensionalboundaryvalueproblem (2)-(9) was solved with the Gear's method
(Shampine and Gear, 1986). Using a written computer code we were able to investigationand influence
of such parametersas material properties,heat transfer coefficientsand follow the dynamic of sorption and
desorptionreactionsas applied to technical characteristics of coolers.

Two Sorbent Beds Cooler with Heat Recovery
The experimentaldevice (Fig. 1) has two adsorbers
(sorbentbeds) 1 and 2, connectedwith a condenser3
and evaporator4 through four valves5-8. The sorbent
bedsare heatedand cooled by copper-waterheatpipes
13 and 14, which have HP evaporatorsand condensers
in series.
The HP evaporatorsare heated by electric cartridge
heaters lI-12. The HP condensers9-10 are cooled
by the liquid circuits connectedwith a liquid pump 18.
The liquid flow through the circuit is measuredby the
water flow meter.
The systemof liquid circuits gives us the possibility
to accomplishthe regenerationthrough the use of heat
transferloop.
Copper-waterHP deviceswere installed inside sorbent bedsin horizontal position. HPs have a rectangular grooves as a wick, saturatedwith water. They have
dott :0.016 rrr,din - 0.013m andlengthLnp : 0.65
m. Sorbentbed envelopeis made from stainlesssteel
tube with din : 0.039 rr;, dott: 0.04 m and length
I- - 0.45 m.
The outer HP surfaceis coveredby ceramic cylinder made from zeolite 807oand white porcelain clay
20Vomixture as a sorbentbed. The compoundis cornpressedat some tens of mPa and dried (heated)in the
mould for 3 h. The secondcombination of a test sorbent composition is a compound of zeolite powder
immersed in a silica-aluminategel. This suspension
is pumped inside the metallic foam in form of nickel
foils (thickness8 mm, density: 0.25 g cffi-3, specific
area: 900 m2 m-3). A metallic foam mesh is filled
with the pasteMgA and clay, or silica-aluminategel
(Fig" 1)"
The final product is in the form of the cylinder
with a diameter dott : 0.038 rrr, din - 0.016 m and
iength L, : 0.4 m. The apparentdensity of zeolite
is 0.75, it is greaterthan for a non-consolidatedfixed
bed (0.52). The total mass of the sample studied is
0.2kg. The meandiameterof the macroporesis 7000 A
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system'
Two sorbent beds solid sorption heat pump with heat pipe heat recovery

evaporator. For such a reason they were performed as
a glasscylinders.
At the time z : 0 s the porous beds in adsorbers
No. 1 and No. 2havethe uniform temperature'At.the
time z > 0 s we start to heat the adsorberNo' 2 by
the electric heater through heat pipe 14 (HPz) till the
temperaturelevel in the porous bed reach the level TH.
At this time there is a situation when adsorberNo' 1
is assumedto be cool andtheadsorberNo. 2 is assumed
to be hot and is to be cooled.
The liquid pump 18 is switchedon and the liquid is
beginning to circulate through the heat exchanger 10
und 9 cooling adsorberNo. 2 and heatingadsorberNo.
1 by heat pipes 14 and 13. When the temperaturein
the porous beds of the adsorbersNo' 1 and No' 2
is reached(Tu - T) /2 the fluid reversingvalve 17 is
switched off and the liquid circulation only through the
heat exchanger9 is ensured
The electric heater 11 beginsto heat the porousbed
in adsorber No. t up to the temperature level TH'
while the porous bed in adsorberNo. 2 is cooied till
ttre temperaturelevel TL near the ambient temperature
with the help of the fluid cooier 19. At this time the
first half of cycle is accomplished.
When the temperatureTH of the porous bed (adsorber No. 1) is reached and the temperatureTL in the
Dorousbed of adsorberNo. 2 is established,the second

half of the thermodynamiccycle is beginningby liquid
pump 18 and reversingvalve 16 activation'
The temperaturesensoron the HP wall through the
electronicamplifier gives a commandto switch on the
electric heater 11 of the adsorberNo' 1 and HP 13
begins to heat the sorbentbed till the temperaturenear
TH is reached.
By proper bed heat exchangerdesign, a relatively
small temperaturegradients can be established in the
sorbentbeds with an efficient heat transfer'
Theseexperimentalresults in near complete heating(cooling) oi th" bed to a temperatureTH (TL) while
maintaining a low (high) temperature exiting the bed
being heated(cooled).
Ai the heat flow movesthrough the heated(cooled)
bed, the liquid outlet temperaturestarts to rise (fall)'
This liquid temperaturerise is the basis for the cycle reversal. This "reversal criterion" is an operating
parameter that can be varied with a help of the temperaturesensorson HPs to optimize performance' The
^heat
rejected in the liquid cooler can be utilized for
space heating along with the heat rejected from the
condenser.
In such a simple 2 sorbent bed system following
(Chinch and Tcherner,X989)using oil as a heat pump
working fluid a cooling coefficient of performance
(COP) near0.8 could be predictedwhen pumping heat
from 4"C to 40'C.
The developmentof a thermodynamic performance
modelfor the solid sorptiongas-firedheatpump centers
aroundthe behavior of the adsorptionbedsis the subject
of interest for the future researchand applications'
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Sorption Heat Pump Thermal Analysis
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There is a quick increasing of a speciflc cold output
(320 W kg-t) and a heat flux in the evaporator(60 W)
for the first 300 s and this time is optimal for the adsorption. After 400 s the rate of adsorptionbecamelow
and stable (Q, : 18 W), and the specific cold output
falls from 300 W kg-r to 70 W kg-l Gig. z;. This
experiment was fulfilled with the evaporator inserted
into the Dewar vesselfilled with water, initially at the
room temperature.
A set of experimentaldata have been registeredon
the transient temperaturefreld inside of the sorbent
bed during the period of adsorption and desorption
(Fig. 3). Due to the low valueof the thermalconductivity of the unconsolidatedzeolitefixed bed ()."6 -.0.09
Wm-lK-l) and consolidatedby clay zeolitefixed bed
(l"r : 0.6 Wm-l K-l) this transientperiod of time
was mostly limited by thermal resistanceof the bed.
The important radial temperature drops up to 3040"C were measuredbetweenthe surfaceof heat pipe
and the outer surfaceof sorbentbed during desorption
for the sorbentthickness6 mm, while the temperature
drop betweenthe end of heatpipe evaporatorand condenserwas less than 3'C. This is the witnessthat this
casecould be consideredas one dimensional.
The thermal gradient iri radial direction of the bed
sharply decreasedat the time interval 800 s-l200 s.
The thermal resistancebetweenthe outer bed surface
(Qi) and the surfaceof heatpipe (4i) was determined

F

desorption

Q", W

Qu/M, W/kg

odsorption

Fig. j. Thermal gradients between the outer and inner surfacesof a
sorbent bed as a function of the cycle time (desorption-adsorption).

R , R/w
o.17

4 . 1+

0 . 11

0.08

o

600

1200
T, S

1800

Fig. 4. Evolution of the effective thermal resistance(zeolite-water)
as a function of desorption time.
AS:

R(z)

QaG)

nollowing
Leatpump
formance
upingheat
formance
npcenters
hesubject
ltrons.

:<

Td, s
Fig. 2" Evaporator heat flow and heat output as a function of the
cycle (adsorption)time.

'

(10)

where QaG)-heat flux from the electric heater.
Thermal resistanceR(z) havehad a minimum value
0.11 K/W after the time interval r - 1200s (Fig. 4).
The possiblephenomenaof a micro heat pipe open
type operation inside of the sorbent bed was accomplished,accompaniedby phasetransitionsin the macro
and microporesand the liquid micro droplets ejection
with a saturatedvapor to the condenserregion.
Following Michael Dubinin's theory (Dubinin and
Asthakov, I97I) a volume filling of microporesof adsorbentbedsduring adsorptionis possible.
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Fig. 5. Condenser heat flow and heatoutput as a function of the
cycle (desorption) time.

Due to our hypothesisin a case of biporous adsorbents like zeolitelcIay composition during the heating/cooling period macroporesservesas a vapor channels and micropores as a open type heat pipe wicks to
pump condensed'liquidin the oppositeto vapor flow
directions.
This phenomena could be used to enhance heat
transfer in sorbent beds and heater during desorption/adsorptioncycles.
In our casethis enhancementwas checkedas a transientdecreaseof sorbentbed thermalresistanceduring
desorptionsperiod (Fig. a).
Mostly in this interval of time the highest value of
the condensationrate (130 Wkg-t) was determined
(Fig.5).
The meancold output (cooling capacity)100W kg-l
for a compoii'te madeof (MgA) zeolite(807o)and white
porcelain clay (20Vo)was obtainedduring the first set
of experimentswith the maximum value of the cooling
rate320 W kg-l at the first 300 s of the adsorptioncycle.
This maximum valueof the cold outputis typical for the
beginning of the first adsorptioncycle, when the evaporator has a room temperature and the sorbent bed is
unsaturated.After the time interval Az - 300 s of adsorption procedurethe cold output is of 70 W kg-l tili
the time interval A.r :2000 s of the adsorptioncycle,
It is interesting to note that the thermal gradientsinside the sorbent bed during the adsorptionperiod of
time were drastically changedafter 2000 s of a cycle,
when HP heaterwasfinally switchedoffand thecooling
liquid was enteredinto the HP heat exchanger(Fig. 3).

Fig. 6. Transient temperature field on'the heat pipe evaporator,
transport zone and condenserfor heat input W : 175 W.

The temperature on the HP surface was quickly
decreasedfrom the value TH(470 K) up to the value TL
(320 K), and was maintainedon a constantlevel during
the time of adsorption,cooling the porous media.
Transient response of effective power throughput
with cooper/water heat pipe as a heating element for
adsorberduring desorptionperiod is shown on Fig. 6.
The temperatureevolution of the heat pipe evaporator,
transport zone and condenserwere determined for two
different heat flux. Slight overheatingof the evaporator
was checked for the heat flux.
The temperature on the sorbent bed surface at the
time of heating-coolingchanging mode (r - 2000 s)
was near 420 K and at the time z
was a constantfall of the temperatureaccompaniedby
the adsorptionphenomena,when the water vapor was
sucked by the sorbent bed from the evaporator. The
heat generation during adsorption of water vapor by
the porousmedia of a sorbentbed was absorbedby the
HP heat exchanger.
The overall value of the amount of adsorbedwater on
zeolite composite during cyclic steady state is shown
on Fig. 7 . Cyclic steadystatewas reached aftet anumber of successivecycles where the amount of water
adsorbedduring the adsorption step Laudr, and the
amountof water desorbedduring the nextregeneration
step Aa4., becomeequal.
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Fig.7. The evolution of the amount adsorbedon zeolite-water compound during the cycle (adsorption-desorption).
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From these results, the cooling capacity per unit
massof adsorbentL* . Laudr.u-1 is determined,where
.L* is the latent heat of vaporization of water and zu6.
is the time of the adsorptionstep.
In our case to determine Aa during the cycle of
adsorption-desorptionit is necessaryto measurethe
) volume of liquid being adsorbed-desorbed.
The value
of "a" was calculatedas:
a - (m l * L Vp l )/m ,,

quickly
;alueTI:l during
dia.
oughput
nent for
n Fig. 6.
lporator,
I for two
aporator
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l s there
aniedby
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ior. The
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q'ater on
Lsshown
:r a numof water
and the
:neratron

(11)

where mor-tne mass of adsorbedliquid at the beginning of the experimentand p1-the liquid density; Vvolume drd mr-the mass of a completely desorbed
sorbentbed. The adsorptionrate of water in our experiments was rather high and equal 17Voof the sorbent
MASS.

To verify the reliability of the mathematicalmodel
of the adsorber, the numerical data were compared
with experimental. Fundamentalinitial data adequate
to experimental ones were specified: during desorption processheat pipe temperature-463 K, environrnent temperatute-323 K, initial temperature 323 K,
pressureIevel-4230 Pa, heat transfer coefficient with
environment-O or 20W /(^2 K), heat transfercoefficient at the heat pipe boundary-lO00 W/(mz K1, zeolite density 1000 kgl^3, effective heat conductivity
valueler-0.4 W/(m K), energyof activationconstant
Es - 18.5. 103J/mol, B constant-8.55. 10-3 s-l, inner radius of sorbentlayer rs - 0.02m, outerradius of
sorbentlayer 11- 0.026 m.
Calculation results for water-zeolite working pair
are given in Figs. 8-10. Time r and spatial coordinater" dependenciesof the temperatureZ, the amount
adsorbed "a", the difference between current locai
valueof "a" and its equilibrium value"a"o" at the same
temperaturewere analyzed.

S

Fig. 8. Temperaturesof the outer and inner surfaces of a sorbent
bed (zeolite-water) as a function of the cycle time (calculation and
experiment).

0.27
90.22
c't

J

a0.17

0.12

d,eso.rption
T,

S

Fig. 9. Change of amount adsorbed vs cycle time for different dimensionlessradius (zeolite-water).

Some calculations and experimentalresults coffesponding to desorption process and convective heat
transfer conditions at the outer boundary of sorbent
layer are representedin Fig. 8. The comparisonof experimentaldataand calculationresultsshowstheir satisfactory agreement. On the whole, one-dimensionaX
non-equilibrium model of sorption describesproperly
the dynamic of the varying temperaturefield.
Time dependenciesof the amountadsorbedwater in
zeohtesorbentat three separatepoints of sorbent layer
(closeto innersurfacer* : (r - ri / ?t - ro) : 0.025,
at ahalf of thicknessr* - 0.5 and atthe outerboundary
v* : 1) during desorptionprocessare representedin
Fig. 9. Thesetemperatureshaveits minimum valuesat
the start of the processwhile heat input haven't come
into the bed and amountsadsorbedare maximum at ali
points. Then (z > 0 s) the sorbentin a thin layer close
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In order to realize these quicker cycles the need for
the molded (sintered)adsorbentswhich provides good
adsorption characteristicsand heat transfer ability will
be the most probable way, when this system is tq be
commercialized. The consolidatedadsorbentshould
have a good resistanceto vibrations and shocks met
when for example they are loaded in the automobile'
The second part of our experimental program was
devotedto analyzeas a promising sorbent bed the zeolitelclay composition pressedinside of the nickel foam
elements(parallelepipeds)with porosity 98Vo,mean

-oea,Kg/ Rg
t

fr

"

0.15

r'jo,o25

0.10
o.05
0 .o 0

desorption
T,

S

Fig. 10. Difference between solid sorption value and solid sorption
equilibrium v alue(a- a.r) asa function of the cycle time for different
dimensionlessradius (zeolite-water).

z

to heat pipe boundary begins to releaseadsorbatand
amountsadsorbeddecreasecorrespondingly'
A deviation of current amount adsorbed from the
equilibrium statepresentsa driving force of the desorption processwhich decreaseas time goeson and tends
to zero. This processisn't howeverfast as it is shown
in Fig. 10 where one-fifth part of the starting sorption
potential (a - a"c) remainsunrealizedeven since one
hour heating. As at the start of heating processthe
maximum deviation from the equilibrium state exists
near the heating surface r : ro we should note that at
- \' It can be
the end of the processit is obtainedat r
explained due to a time delay while temperaturewave
reachesback side of the bed.
It is evident that a quicker cycle with the higher heat
transfer coefficient naturally provides a higher capacity
of a cooling, which resultsin smalleramountof adsorbents for the required cooling capacity(cold output)'

r

insidea 10m3 vacuumchamberon the balanceto check
the water amount deviation during adsorptiondesorption. This big vacuum chamber gives the possibility
to decreasethe hydraulic resistanceof the vapor flow
and maintain near constant pressureinside due to the
porous evaporator and condenserwith chill water circulation inside.
The source of energy supply (electric heater, or flat
heatpipe) is placedbetweenthesenickel foam samples'
The outer surfacesof a sorbent beds are cooled by the
needlewater miniature heat exchangers,pressedto the
nickel samples.
The water amountdesorbedfrom the sorbentbed was
checkedby balancedata and condensedby meansof a
water cooled helical tube coil. During the desorption
time the source of energy release between the nickel
sampleswas swathedon and unregisteredby electronic
register.
During desorptionperiodthe miniature tubular water
cooler was in action to cooi the sorbent bet from the
outer surface. Experimental COPs are calculated asthe
ratios of cooling output to driving heat input'

2

3

by zeolite807oand
samplessaturated
Fig. 11. Experimental set uP: 1. two nickel foam parallelepiped
needles water heat exchangers.

clay20%;2' electric heater; 3. two
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TWodifferent adsorptionNiAvlgA/clay-water elements
were tested, which have had a different permeability,
cnO.15
.Y
but the same geometrical forms.
ot
The first one was made as a homogeneous(nonper.Y
forated) plate, the secondone have had a regular vapor
do.ro
channelsd : 1.1 mm, drilled regularly through the
al
whole nickel foam surface on the deepnessto 6 mm
with the step between drills 5 mm in row and 12 mm
'/ 'rJ
2,+ - q-12,5 kW/m'
betweenrows.
Pv:1E00 Po
.
0.05
The mass of the first one was 400 g, and the sec600
1200
1800
ond one 390 g. A set of thermocoupleswere installed
Time, s
throughout the sorbent bed to check the temperature
Fig. 13. Change of amount adsorbed on Ni-MgA-clay/water advariation during the heating/cooling of a samples.
sorber; 1. nonperforated adsorbent bed; 2. perforated adsorbent
Figure 12 demonstratesthe rate of heating/cooling
bed.
mode of a sorbentbeds. It is interestingto note, that
0.45
due to the good thermal conductivity of a sarnplesthere
were a small temperature gradients inside the sorbent
0.40
beds but it was evident, that micro heat pipe effects
heating.
were valid during the period of samples
0.35
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\
C
)
nonperforated
shorter and the 7i,u* lower, then for the
0.25
sample.
Changeof the water amount adsorbedon zeolite/clay
0.20
nonperforatedand perforated samplesduring one cycle
Fig.
13
for
different
on
is shown
desorption/adsorption
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Fig. 14. The effect of heat input on the COP for Ni-MgA-clay/water
adsorber; 1.. nonperforated adsorbent bed; 2. perforated adsorbent
bed.

540
heat generations and vapor pressuresin the vacuum
chamber.
Experimental COP via the heat flow generated by
the electric heater or flat heat pipe is demonstratedon
Fig. 14.
)
The cold output for the nonperforated sample was
n85 W/kg with COP : 0.3, for the perforatedsample
the cold output was 320 Wkg with COP :0.4 for one
canisterset up.
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Fig. 12. The rate of heating/cooling of NiMgA-clay/water adsorber; tr. nonperforated adsorbent bed; 2. perforated adsorbentbed.

Summary and Conclusions
-

The proposed heat pipe heat exchangersto cool
and to heat the sorbent beds show a good thermal

3tZ

Vasilievet al'

desorbthe
responseand could be used to heat and
down this
po-u, media up to 300"C and to cool
to beneficial
systemto the ambient temperaturedue
heat pipe
effects of thermal contact between finned
and sorbentsYstem'
-TheanomalousdecreasingofR(z)forthecomwith water was
pound (MgA) zeolite/porcelainclay
cycle' This -deregisteredduring the desorption
as a "micro
creasing of R(zj could be explained
the sorbentbed
heat pipe" open type action inside
with transienttime of heating/desorbing'
allow
- Consolidated (MgA) zeolite sorbent beds
indiwhich
faster kinetic tit"'i po*Oer' :r pellets'
and
heat
cates that a good compromtse between
masstransferis achieved'
up us- A (MgA) zeohte|clay-waterexperimentalset
exchangheat
pipe
ing ceramic cylindeis with heat
tested;
and
designed
been
hu,
systemwasused
- ".i
Nickel foam witliMgA/clay-water
to enhancethermal conductivitY;
up
- Perforation of nickel foam plates increaseCOP
denflows
heat
with
to 0.4 for one canistercooler
mein sorbent bed
sities 16 kW/#, decreasethe
55 K to 490
from
temperatureduring desorptio-n
desorption/adsorption
K and decreasethJtime of a
cYclefrom 1400 s to 800 s'
was
- The cold output for the nonperforated sample
for
:
0'3'
COP
with
to 185 Wlkg
received
320
was
"q"uf
output
cold
the
the perforui"J'utnple and
set up'
Whg with COP O'4 for one canister
-TwosorbentbedscoolerwithheatpipeheatrecovCOP of a system
ery gives a possibility to increase
0'8'
Niftrlga"rclaY-wateruP to
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